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Abstract
With emerging large volume and diverse heterogeneity of Internet of Things
(IoT) applications, the one-size-fits-all design of the current 4G networks is
no longer adequate to serve various types of IoT applications. Consequently,
the concepts of network slicing enabled by Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) have been proposed in the upcoming 5G networks. 5G network slicing
allows IoT applications of different QoS requirements to be served by different virtual networks. Moreover, these network slices are equipped with scalability that allows them to grow or shrink their instances of Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) when needed. However, all current research only focuses
on scalability on a single network slice, which is the scalability at the VNF
level only. Such a design will eventually reach the capacity limit of a single
slice under stressful incoming traffic, and cause the breakdown of an IoT system. Therefore, we propose a new IoT scalability architecture in this research
to provide scalability at the NS level and design a testbed to implement the
proposed architecture in order to verify its effectiveness. For evaluation, three
systems are compared for their throughput, response time, and CPU utilization under three different types of IoT traffic, including the single slice scaling system, the multiple slices scaling system and the hybrid scaling system
where both single slicing and multiple slicing can be simultaneously applied.
Due to the balanced tradeoff between slice scalability and resource availability, the hybrid scaling system turns out to perform the best in terms of
throughput and response time with medium CPU utilization.
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1. Introduction
IoT (Internet of Things) connects a huge number of devices to collect data,
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conduct data analytics, and make near real-time decisions. IoT has created a
multi-faceted technological innovation and a large number of value-added services [1] [2]. With the rapid increasing of IoT services, the scalability of IoT systems has become an important problem. However, designing scalability over the
one-size-fits-all 4G networks is no longer adequate to serve various types of IoT
applications.
The upcoming 5G networks propose the adoption of network slicing enabled
by Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to support various 5G services such
as Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-reliable and Low Latency Communications (URLLC), and Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC)
[3]. 5G network slicing thus allows IoT applications of different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements to be served by different virtual networks [4] [5].
Moreover, these network slices are equipped with scalability that allows them to
grow or shrink their instances of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) when
needed. However, all current researches only focus on scalability on a single
network slice rather than multiple network slices. The design of a single network
slice will not only be restricted by its capacity limitation but also not be able to
adapt to the unpredictable user traffic. Hence, we propose a new IoT scalability
architecture by reallocating resources when needed to the network service with
multiple network slices in this research.
In our proposed system architecture, each IoT network slice will have multiple
Instantiation Levels (ILs). First, the scalability will migrate between different ILs
on a single network slice to achieve the best resource allocation. But, when the
network slice reaches its upper limit of capacity and becomes congested, the service will be scaled out by adding new instances of network slices rather than increasing the number of VNF instances on the same slice. Our unique contribution lies in the design and implementation of scalability at the NS level instead of
at the VNF level. Meanwhile, migration between different ILs will still be applied
to optimize the resource allocation of each IoT slice. Such an architectural design is very important for service providers because when a burst of traffic flows
in, the design of a single network slice will eventually reach the upper limit of
affordable traffic and cause the unavailability of IoT services. The proposed architectural design can provide the high service availability critically needed by the
service provider. By implementing the proposed system architecture, the IoT
services can be free from the capacity limitation of a single network slice because
dynamically increasing the number of slices according to the amount of incoming traffic becomes feasible.
Three systems will be compared in terms of throughput, response time, and
CPU utilization under three different types of IoT traffic. These three systems
include the multiple slices scaling system, the single slicing scaling system, and
the hybrid scaling system where both single slice and multiple slices scalability
can be simultaneously applied. Due to the tradeoff between slice scalability and
resource availability, the result shows that the hybrid scalability system can perform the best in terms of throughput and response time with medium CPU utiDOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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lization.
The rest of the paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
background knowledge of the ETSI NFV framework and the used IoT platform,
and then gives a survey of the related work. Section 3 explains the proposed system architecture in detail, from the related open sources in our testbed to the relationship between the components, including the scalability strategy used by the
proposed system. Section 4 discusses the implementation details of our experiments and their evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the entire research and its potential future work.

2. Background
This section introduces ETSI NFV framework, network service/network slice
and IoT platform used in the research and discuss related work in this area.

2.1. ETSI NFV Framework
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) proposed the
NFV architecture framework [6] to decouple software from hardware so that
vendors can do flexible network function deployment and dynamic operation.
As shown in Figure 1, the NFV architecture framework is mainly composed of
four functional blocks, including Operations Support Systems and Business
Support Systems (OSS/BSS), NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV
MANO), IoT Network Slices, and NFV Infrastructure (NFVI).
1) OSS/BSS: OSS/BSS is a system used by telecommunication service providers to manage their networks and services. It is where the need for creating network slices is determined. When this happens, OSS/BSS will send a creation request to NFV MANO.
2) IoT Network Slices: IoT Network Slice comprises one or more Network
Service (NS) to provide the IoT service, where an NS consists of at least one
VNFs as its network functions. VNFs are softwarization and virtualization of

Figure 1. NFV architecture framework.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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hardware-software closely coupled network functions in the legacy network.
Consequently, VNFs allow new network services to be created more flexibly.
3) NFV Infrastructure (NFVI): NFVI provides an infrastructure with both
physical and virtual resources in order to deploy, manage, and execute VNFs.
Hardware resources including computing, storage, and network are abstracted
by Virtualization Layer to provide processing, storage, and connectivity to VNFs
with independent lifecycles.
4) NFV MANO: NFV MANO is in charge of management and orchestration
of NSs and VNFs. It handles the demands for NS from OSS/BSS. NFV MANO
can be subdivided into three components: NFV Orchestrator (NFVO), VNF
Manager (VNFM), and Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM).
● NFV Orchestrator (NFVO): NFVO is in charge of orchestration and management of NS’s lifecycle.
● VNF Manager (VNFM): The lifecycle of VNFs is managed by VNFM. VNFM
receives the demands from NFVO to create and delete VNFs. It also coordinates with NFVO to request VIM for the resources required by VNFs.
● Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM): VIM is responsible for resource
management, which includes controlling and managing the computing, storage, and network resources of VNFs. Moreover, it is allowed to deploy multiple VIMs under NFVO and VNFM.

2.2. Network Service/Network Slice
According to 3GPP, Network Slice is an end-to-end logical network architecture
enabled by the NFV technology. It comprises multiple network slice subnets
such as access network, transport network, and core network [7]. Each network
slice subnet is mapped to a Network Service as defined by ETSI NFV. In this paper, Network Service and Network Slice will be used interchangeably.
1) Network Service Descriptions (NSD)
NSD is a deployment template that describes the composition of NS. It includes VNF Descriptors (VNFDs), Virtual Link Descriptors (VLDs), VNF Forwarding Graph Descriptors (VNFFGDs), and nested NSD if necessary. Each of
these descriptors in NSD specifies how the elements in the NS will be instantiated [8]. After onboarding NSD, NFVO will start to manage the lifecycle of the
NS until it is terminated [9]. Because of the flexible design of the NSD, NS
enables the support of heterogeneous services of different requirements on the
same physical network.
2) VNF Descriptor (VNFD) and Instantiation Level (IL)
Similar to NSD, VNFD includes Virtual Compute Descriptors (VCDs), Virtual Storage Descriptors (VSDs), and internal VLDs, which are lower level descriptors describing the constituents of a VNF. Both NSD and VNFD contain
their own deployment flavors, which assign which combination of the descriptors should be applied at the time of deployment. Each deployment flavor defines one or more ILs for implementing horizontal and/or vertical scalability.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Horizontal scalability scales the system by adding or deleting the number of the
instantiated instances. On the other hand, vertical scalability scales the system by
increasing or decreasing the capacity of the existing instances. When applying
horizontal scalability or vertical scalability, the system will follow the definition
of ILs and migrate between these ILs.

2.3. IoT Platform
With the advent of diverse IoT applications, the need for a global IoT platform
standard is emerging in 2011. Via the joint effort of Standard Development Organizations (SDOs) in seven regions, oneM2M was created as the standard functional architecture and specifications for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications and IoT technologies.
1) oneM2M Functional Architecture
oneM2M functional architecture contains three kinds of entities:
● Application Entity (AE), which is a logical entity that implements the M2M
application service.
● Common Services Entity (CSE), which is a set of oneM2M-specified common service functions that can be used by AE, such as data storage, access
control, event detection, etc.
● Underlying Network Services Entity (NSE), which mapping CSE to the underlying network.
oneM2M also defines four kinds of nodes, which comprise CSEs or/and AEs,
as logical entities in the oneM2M system, namely Infrastructure Node (IN),
Middle Node (MN), Application Service Node (ASN) and Application Dedicated
Node (ADN).
As shown in Figure 2, all these nodes reside in either the Field Domain or the
Infrastructure Domain. The former is where sensors/actors/aggregators/gateways
are deployed while the latter normally resides in a Cloud hosting applications
and servers [10]. This research only focuses on multiple ASNs in the Field Domain and an IN in the Infrastructure Domain.
2) OM2M
OM2M is an open source initiated by LAAS-CNRS, which implements oneM2M

Figure 2. oneM2M functional architecture.
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standards. It provides a horizontal M2M service platform with CSEs and leverages RESTful APIs to access those common service functions [11]. OM2M is
employed as the IoT platform while OM2M IN CSE is deployed as a VNF in our
research. On the other hand, the Traffic Generator is used to simulate the traffic
produced by various ASNs.

2.4. Related Work
Network slicing is one of key technologies for 5G networks and its derived issues
such as scalability [12] [13], security and resource allocation [14] [15] have become hot research topics in academia due to their importance. Several works related to the research are discussed below.
1) Related Research in Network Slicing
Several SDOs such as ETSI and 3GPP have dedicated to develop standards for
network slicing [16]. In addition to standardization efforts, researchers in academia are also very active in developing solutions to solve open issues such as
interoperability, security and scalability.
In [17], Samdanis et al. proposed a capacity broker, called 5G Network Slice
Broker, to act as an intermediary and map the Service Level Agreement (SLA)
requests of multiple tenants to physical network resources through the interfaces provided by Master Operator-Network Manager (MO-NM). To support
end-to-end network slicing, Santos et al. [18] proposed the architecture of hierarchical orchestration where a higher-level orchestrator, called Hyperstrator, is
introduced to manage orchestrators in different network segments. Hyperstrator
also can translate high-level end-to-end requirements into specific requirements
for each network segment. There are also studies like [19] that focus on reducing
the complexity of orchestration caused by a large number of software services
across multiple clouds and edge data centers. Taleb et al. proposed adding a
VMN (Virtual Mobile Network) slice orchestrator in each slice to manage the
functionality within the slice and providing flexible service function chaining as
a service. All these researches provide ways to enhance network slicing standards
with more flexibility and effectiveness.
2) Related Research in Scalability
Researches in scalability can be divided into several categories: VM-based
(Virtual Machine) scalability and NFV-based (Network Function Virtualization)
scalability. E. Cerritos et al. [20] focused on VM-based (Virtual Machine) horizontal scalability based on Linux KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine). D. de la
Bastida et al. [21] utilized the OpenStack Cloud for VM horizontal scalability in
order to offer faster response time with the tradeoff of higher energy consumption. Both of the above researches focused only on horizontal scalability and operated in the VM-based environment. On the other side, there are also researches in NFV-based horizontal scalability where the scalability is based on
NFs such as [22] and [23]. The former realized horizontal scalability by adding
Container-based Network Functions (CNFs) dynamically instead of VM-based
Network Functions (VNFs) to reduce overall scaling time and computational
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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cost, while the latter explored both possibilities of horizontal scalability for
CNFs/VNFs within a single slice or across multiple slices.
In our research, we propose a new scalability architecture where horizontal
scalability is applied in a single slice and across multiple slices based on VNFs.
Our architecture demonstrates the benefits of adopting both VM-based and
NFV-based approaches.

3. Design and Architecture of Scalability Systems
In this section, the design of three different system architectures and each of
their functional blocks will be introduced. Also, both the scalability strategies in
a single slice and across multiple slices will be explained.

3.1. System Architecture
This research is based on the NFV architectural framework and plans to investigate three system architectures with 1) single slice scalability 2) multiple slices
scalability and 3) mixed single and multiple slices scalability. Multiple open
sources are leveraged including OpenStack, Tacker, JMeter, RabbitMQ, Nginx,
OM2M to construct the designed NFV testbed.
● OpenStack: OpenStack [24] is utilized as a VIM. It is a cloud operating system that manages infrastructure resources including compute, networking,
and storage. It provides various services such as Nova for computing, Neutron for networking, Swift and Cinder for storage, Keystone for authentication as well as authorization, and Glance for image service.
● Tacker: Tacker [25] is a project inside OpenStack that provides the functionalities of NFVO and VNFM in NFV MANO. It is responsible for onboarding the descriptors of NSs and VNFs as well as managing their lifecycles. Because Tacker lacks the support of ILs, we design a Master Node inside its
NFVO to provide three additional features: 1) parsing NSD, 2) monitoring
the loading of each VNF instance and 3) performing scalability actions. Figure 3 illustrates the workflow of Master Node: First, Master Node would
parse the NSD designed to include ILs. Then, according to the information
parsed from the NSD, Master Node would set the initial environment
through APIs [26] [27]. Finally, it would start to monitor OM2M VNF instances as well as manage the scalability.
● JMeter: JMeter [28] [29] is open source software based on Java in order to
perform load testing and measure system performance. JMeter is used to simulate multiple ASNs in oneM2M. Serving as the Traffic Generator of our
testbed, it is used to measure various performance metrics of three system
architectures.
● RabbitMQ: RabbitMQ [30] is an open source message broker using Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) through Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP) [31]. It is used as a Load Balancer in our system to fairly distribute
all the traffic coming to a subslice. Due to the dynamic creation and deletion
of instances, a Load Balancer is required in our testbed to support scalability.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Figure 3. Workflow of master node.

● Nginx: Nginx [32] is an open-sourced HTTP and reverse proxy server with
light-weight and high performance. As a master Load Balancer, it is able to
evenly distribute incoming traffic to multiple slices at the NS level. It is used
to avoid the conflict with the RabbitMQ Load Balancer for a subslice at the
VNF level.
1) Single Slice Scaling System Design
Figure 4 shows the entire system architecture of the single slice scaling system. The network service is only served by one single network slice. It contains a
Load Balancer and at least one OM2M IN CSE as the VNF to provide the services of IoT/M2M servers. While the system receives the traffic sent by Traffic Generator, Load Balancer will act as an RPC publisher and fairly distribute the traffic to all the VNF instances which act as RPC consumers. Simultaneously, Master Node keeps polling the status of each VNF instance to manage scalability according to the stored definition of ILs which are parsed from NSD.
2) Multiple Slices Scaling System Design
The system architecture of the multiple slices scaling system is shown in Figure 5. It allows service providers to provision a Network Slice consisting of a
master Load Balancer and multiple subslices where each of them contains a Load
Balancer and multiple OM2M IN CSE instances as VNFs. Moreover, master
Load Balancer resides in the NS instead of in any of the subslices. The traffic is
first received by master Load Balancer, which provides preliminary distribution
based on the capacity of the subslices over the NS. Then, the traffic received by
each subslice will be further distributed to its VNFs via another Load Balancer.
3) Hybrid Scaling System Design
Hybrid scalability means the system can apply both multiple slices scalability
and single slice scalability. Therefore, it can only be deployed when there is more
than one NSs. Service providers are able to make the decision between these two
kinds of scalability for different NSs. The decision made by service providers will
affect the overall performance of the whole system.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Figure 4. Architecture of single slice scaling system.

Figure 5. Architecture of multiple slices scaling system.

3.2. Scalability Flow
There are two types of scalability in our research, including 1) scaling in a single
slice and 2) scaling across multiple slices. Moreover, we design the scaling strategy based on the concept of ILs that complies with the ETSI specifications [33].
Below the workflow for each type of scalability is described.
1) Scalability in a Single Slice
Figure 6 illustrates the workflow of the single slice scalability. This scalability
is applied by all three systems. There are three levels of NS-ILs defined in our
testbed including IL#1 with 1 VNF, IL#2 for 2 VNFs, and IL#3 for 3 VNFs. To
simplify the scalability in a single slice and focus on the effect of scalability
across slices, only horizontal scalability without vertical scalability is applied in
the IL design. When Traffic Generator starts sending traffic to the system, Master Node will circularly poll the status of each VNF instance in the network slice.
● Upward migration along ILs: If the current IL is not the highest IL and the
average CPU utilization of VNFs is higher than the scale-out threshold, the
system will scale out by upward migrating along ILs.
● Downward migration along ILs: On the other hand, if the current IL is not
the lowest IL and the average CPU utilization is lower than the scale-in threshold, the system will scale in by downward migrating along ILs.
2) Scalability Across Slices
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Figure 6. Workflow of the single slice scalability.

The scalability across slices is extended from the scalability in a single slice
and applied only by the multiple slices scaling system and the hybrid scalability
system. Before the system starts scaling across slices, the scaling strategy is the
same as that for a single slice. However, when the slice achieves its upper limit of
capacity, the system acts differently from the single slice scaling system. Figure 7
shows the complete workflow of scalability across multiple slices.
● Dynamic creation of slices: If the current IL is already the highest IL and the
average CPU utilization is higher than the scale-out threshold, the system
will scale out by creating a new subslice automatically.
● Dynamic deletion of slices: Similarly, if the current IL is already the lowest IL
and the average CPU utilization is lower than the scale-in threshold, the system will either scale in by deleting a subslice if there are more than one subslices, or do nothing if there is only one subslice left.

4. Implementation and Evaluation
This section shows the environment setup of the design implementation and the
traffic design of three different traffic types to simulate the actual IoT environments. Based on the environment set, the results of three system architectures
are analyzed and evaluated.

4.1. Design Implementation
Two rack servers are utilized to construct our experimental testbed. OpenStack
and Tacker are deployed on the servers as shown in Table 1. Moreover, Table 2
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Figure 7. Workflow of the multiple slices scalability.
Table 1. Specifications of servers.
Entity

Operating System

CPU

RAM

Ubuntu 18.04

Intel E5-2678V3
2.5 Ghz
10 Cores

128 GB

Tacker
OpenStack

Version
Stable/Rocky
Stable/Train

Table 2. Resource information of VNFs in our research.
Entity

Image

IoT Platform (OM2M)

xenial-server-cloudimgamd64-disk1
Load Balancer/master Load Balancer

vCPU

RAM

Disk Size

1

1 GB

10 GB

shows the setup of all VNFs including IoT Platform (OM2M) and Load Balancers/master Load Balancer.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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4.2. Traffic Design
To simulate the actual situation in the IoT environment, three different traffic
types are provided to achieve the effect. Table 3 shows the three traffic types
with different payload sizes in the experiment; each type is generated in three
phases with different data frequencies.
1) Experiment Phases
Three phases of traffic generation are explained below:
● In the first phase, the Traffic Generator will send data at a frequency of 5 requests per second. This phase lasts for 60 seconds. The main purpose is to let
the system reach its stable operation with a small amount of user data.
● In the second phase, the Traffic Generator will send data at a frequency of 40
requests per second. This phase lasts for 360 seconds. As the system continuously receives a large amount of user data from the Traffic Generator, the
network slice eventually reaches its capacity limit, then triggers scale-out actions which would migrate between ILs and adding new subslices to increase
system capacity.
● Finally, in the third phase, the Traffic Generator will return to data sending
at the frequency of 5 requests per second. This phase lasts for 120 seconds to
trigger scale-in actions.
2) Three Different Traffic Types
The Traffic Generator generates three traffic types with different payload sizes
to simulate heterogeneous data in an IoT environment. Also, in order to analyze
the advantages and characteristics of the multiple slices scaling system, a large
payload size is used to trigger the scale-out actions of the multiple slices scaling
system at the NS level.

4.3. Result Analysis and Evaluation
We tested the implementations of three systems with multiple traffic types. Note
that the hybrid scalability system in our experiment is based on the strategy of
balancing the tradeoff between slice scalability and resource availability; thus, it
would apply the multiple slice scaling for the high traffic, but the single slice
scaling for low traffic and medium traffic.
Table 4 shows the results of the throughput comparison between the multiple
slice scaling system, the single slice scaling system, and the hybrid scalability
system under each traffic type and phase. The total throughput is calculated then
produces the visual chart as shown in Figure 8. If only focusing on the systems
Table 3. Traffic design in entire implementation.

DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009

Traffic Type

Data Frequency

Payload Size (bytes)

Low Traffic

In the 1 phase: 5 (request/sec)

16,000

Medium Traffic

In the 2nd phase: 40 (request/sec)

22,000

High Traffic

In the 3rd phase: 5 (request/sec)

38,000

st
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other than the hybrid scalability system, it shows that the multiple slice scaling
system has better throughput than the single slice system. However, if all three
systems are compared, the hybrid scalability system provides the best throughput among these three systems.
On the other hand, Table 5 shows the results of the response times for all
three systems under three traffic types in each phase and visualizes the calculated
average response time in Figure 9. It shows that the hybrid scalability system has
the shortest response time among the three systems in the second phase of the
experiment. Also, the response time of the multiple slices scaling system is longer than that of the single slice scaling system due to the reason that the former
has to pass two levels of Load Balancers while the latter only needs to pass one.
Finally, Figure 10 shows that the multiple slices scaling system has the highest
Table 4. Throughput of three systems under different traffic types in each phase.
Traffic Type

Multiple Slices
Scaling System (KB/sec)

Hybrid Scalability
System (KB/sec)

Single Slice Scaling
System (KB/sec)

Phase

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Low Traffic

58.07

607.42

35.81

59.89

616.54

53.65

60.16

581.34

52.47

Medium Traffic

84.15

816.22

67.85

87.73

836.15

67.31

84.14

790.50

62.13

High Traffic

148.44 1354.08 116.89

149.67 1336.14 123.69

144.73 1333.57 112.26

Table 5. Response time of three systems under different traffic types in each phase.
Traffic Type

Multiple Slices Scaling
System (ms)

Hybrid Scalability
System (ms)

Single Slice Scaling
System (ms)

Phase

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

Low Traffic

122.38

471.62

93.16

114.25

268.10

99.59

112.00

393.57

91.54

Medium Traffic 132.67

551.03

90.54

130.11

421.85

96.77

129.62

382.79

91.36

634.77

92.38

138.95

597.60

94.15

135.79

555.19

104.94

High Traffic

138.78

Figure 8. Total throughput of three systems.
DOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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Figure 9. Average response time of three systems.

Figure 10. Average CPU utilization of three systems.

CPU utilization while the single slice scaling system has the lowest one. On the
other hand, the hybrid scalability system utilizes medium CPU utilization as
compared to the other two systems due to its balanced tradeoff.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this research, we proposed three different slicing scalability designs, including
multiple slices scalability, single slice scalability, and hybrid scalability.
The testbed leverages Tacker as NFVO and VNFM and OpenStack as VIM.
Moreover, RabbitMQ and Nginx are utilized as Load Balancers to fairly distribute traffic sent from JMeter. On top of open sources, a Master Node is designed
to parse NSDs, monitor VNF instances, and manage the scalability of the system.
The concept of Instantiation Levels (ILs) defined by 3GPP is also adopted for
scalability migration. The system would first scale out in the same slice by migrating between different ILs, then scale out at the NS level by adding a new slice
when the existing slice reaches its capacity limit.
In our experiment, three types of traffic are designed to simulate the IoT enDOI: 10.4236/ait.2021.113009
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vironment. Comparing the results of three systems under three traffic types, the
hybrid scalability system turns out to perform the best in terms of throughput
and response time with medium CPU utilization due to its good tradeoff between slice scalability and resource availability. This leads us to conclude that the
throughput and the response time of the system do not simply depend on its capacity but are largely impacted by how to arrange the best suited architecture
according to different applications. Blindly increasing the system capacity may
not ensure the improvement of system efficiency. Even so, the proposed multiple
slices scaling system in this research still confirms that the scalability at the NS
level is useful and effective for the IoT systems.
In the future, the integration of these systems with 5G core network architecture is planned in order to expand to the areas beyond IoT. Also, the combination of the proposed scalability at the network slice level with the hybrid scalability at the instantiation level is planned to further expand the scope of scalability.
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